System Function

The 7949 series Blow-Open Box is designed for work with a 7901 or 7902 series closer control box and one or more LCN Auto-Equalizer(s) door closer. When power supply to the unit is interrupted by a smoke evacuation system, the 7949 Blow-Open Box overrides the closer control box, opening door(s) with the Auto-Equalizer(s) to allow fresh air into the building. This system is NOT to be used on fire rated doors.

Installing the Blow-Open Box

1. Locate box within 5 feet of 7900 series control box. It must be mounted in a clean, dry place where temperatures do not exceed 120°F or fall below 35°F.
2. Mount box to a structurally sound surface using screws provided, with air fittings on left side, as shown on page 4. Do not mount box upside down or horizontally.
3. Refer to closer control box instructions and actuator switch instructions. Connect switch leads to proper terminals in the closer control box at this time.
4. Connect all air lines to both boxes per required installation (see page 2 for options).
5. Connect non-powered 120 VAC line to terminals located in Blow-Open Control Box. If an electronic strikes or latching devices are being used, refer to the ES7949 box diagram.
6. Turn on power to both boxes. Valves will cycle once when power is applied. After cycle is complete, turn on air supply to both boxes.
7. Set air pressure at 80 psi in both boxes. Turn regulator knob clockwise to increase pressure, counter-clockwise to decrease pressure. Cycle once with manual override and readjust air pressure if necessary.
8. Test actuator switches to ensure wiring and tubing are properly connected.

♣ System Note: A minimum five second delay (by others) is required BEFORE smoke evacuation blowers start to allow doors to sufficiently begin to open.
**7949ES Blow - Open Control Box**

**Optional Wiring:**
Connect 120VAC Input with Fire Alarm Auxiliary Contacts to Terminal Strip to Open Door(s).

**Electrical Information:**
- Input: 120VAC .12 Amps
- Power Consumption: 14.4 Watts

---

1a  EACH TIME THE BOWL IS CLEANED OR FILTER ELEMENT IS REPLACED:
   1. Depressurize unit
   2. Inspect seals and replace cracked, damaged or deteriorated seals with original manufacturers approved seals only.

1b  FILTER ELEMNT - Clean periodically by removing filter, tapping on a hard surface & blowing off with pressurized air.

1c  AUTOMATIC DRAIN - If drain fails to keep bowl sufficiently free of water, use a small screwdriver to push the piston up, allowing bowl to drain.

1d  Be sure bowl is securely reinstalled before putting the unit back into service.

1e  Replacement filters can be ordered from LCN.
Typical Airline Hook-up Application

1a Connect 1/8” I.D. tubing from air source (providing 80psi to 100psi of clean, dry air) to air inlet fittings located on the side of both the control box & blow-open box.

1b Removed exhaust muffler from 7901/ ES 7901 or 7902/ ES 7902 control box and install auxiliary air inlet fitting from hardware package shipped with blow-open box. See Fig. 1.

1c NOTE: when blow-open box is being used independently, connect 1/8” I.D. tubing from air outlet of blow-open box directly to Auto-Equalizer®.

1d Connect 1/8” I.D. tubing from “exhaust” fitting on side of control box to outlet “A” fitting on the blow-open box.

1d Connect 1/8” I.D. tubing from outlet fitting “A” and/or fitting “B” of the control box to corresponding Auto-Equalizer® unit.
**7949ES Blow Open Box**

Refer to Instruction Sheet For ED wiring.
(6 Wires Used For ES Option Not Shown For Clarity)

---

**Electrical Information**

Input 120vac .12 Amps

Power Consumption 14.4watts

---

**Air Inlet**

80psi Reqd.

100psi Max.

Clean Dry Air Reqd.

---

**Exhaust From Control Box**

5 Feet Max.

Tubing Length

---

**Exhaust**

Do Not Paint

---

**Filter Maintenance**

1. Each Time Bowl Is Cleaned Or The Filter Element Replaced:
   A. Depressurize Unit.
   B. Inspect Seals And Replace Crazed, Cracked, Damaged Or Deteriorated Seals With Original Manufacturer's Approved Seals Only.


3. Automatic Drain Models- If Automatic Drain Fails To Keep Bowl Sufficiently Drained Of Water, Carefully Unthread The Drain Fitting From The Filter Bowl And Use A Paper Clip To Push The Piston Up, Allowing Sediment Or Water To Drain From Bowl.

4. Before Placing Unit In Service Be Sure That The Bowl And Drain Line Are Securely Reinstalled.

5. Replace Filter With LCN Part No. 929.

---

**DANGER**

Control Box Must Be Connected To Earth Ground.

---

**Earth Ground**

---

**Function:** Doors Are Manual Opening In Standby, When Fire Alarm Panel Opens Auxiliary Contacts. Doors Open By Air Pressure And Remain Open Until Auxiliary Contacts Close. Coordination With Panic Hardware By Others. This Is Not A UL Listed Application.

Connect Striketo N.O. Contacts On Relay.
Contacts Closed With Power Applied.

---

**Note:** Optional Exhaust Fans Or Blowers (By Others)

5 Second Delay (By Others) Required Before Fans Or Blowers Start Consult Factory For Other Applications